SDMC Minutes

Meeting Started 4:20 PM introduced by Griselda Gonzalez (GG).

4:21PM-Survey reminder: “please give honest feedback.”

4:22PM: Summer School Info Begins

Dates: June 6th-July 3rd

Time: 8:30-3:10PM and students will work on Apex

Credit Recovery options only.

Ms. Charles is admin over.

4:27PM Nurse Babb asked if she would have a clerk? Answer by GG: Budget for Summer School is not finalized yet.

4:28PM UT on ramps are explained.

We are Growing advanced academic programs UT Austin partnership. AP concerns were brought up about how to identify AP students. Offering Bio, physics, chemistry, visual and audio production and algebra 2 will be offered. UT on Ramp vs Dual credit is students can decide if it shows up on transcript or not. Ms. Rojas asked where those classes would happen? Ms. Gonzalez says here.

4:30PM: GG opens floor for questions.

Nurse Babb asks what the staff will look like for next year?

Gonzalez says that this is till up in the air. We are still awaiting updates.

Nurse Babb brings up AED budget and concerns that we will have to buy these ourselves.

We discussed the issues with this, and we will follow-up.

4:33PM: Questions were posed to the rest. No one else had concerns.